A CH I E VE R S™

Become a great leader—Build yourself first

Achievers™ is the “life-changing” cornerstone program of the Bell Leadership Institute designed to help
you lead like the best in the world with a deep understanding of your personal strengths, weaknesses and
motivations. Achievers™ provides leaders at all levels pivotal tools to immediately improve their leadership
skills and sustain their effectiveness for a lifetime.
Founded on a half century of research and consulting with thousands of leaders, Achievers™ provides a
unique framework to help you recognize and implement highly-effective leadership techniques. While other
programs assess how you behave, Achievers™ leaves you with a thorough understanding of why you behave
as you do. Knowing yourself deeply and understanding how you impact others enables you to develop your
own personal and effective leadership style.

KE Y LE A R NINGS & TA KE AWAY S
• Build the skills required to positively impact people at every level of the organization.
• Develop the six Achiever Core Competencies of exceptional leaders.
• Reduce ineffective behaviors that hold you back from achieving your leadership potential.
• Understand your personality, your motivations and how your results affect others.
• Create an action plan to enhance and sustain your leadership skills and effectiveness.

—Michael Moise
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I just want to take a few minutes to thank the Bell Leadership team. You are true
professionals. My experience with the Bell team was tremendously helpful for me to
better understand myself, learn steps to move forward to be good at getting better
and was truly LIFE CH AN GIN G. Thank you all for the help. I will remember it forever.
Vice President of Construction–Northeast & Mid-Atlantic, Wood Partners

»

W HO SHOUL D PA R TI C I PATE
Good leaders who want to excel
New/struggling leaders who want to improve
Great leaders who know there’s always more to learn
Professionals who are looking to work better and smarter
Open-minded people that are willing to self-reflect and change

IMPORTANT NOTE:
This course includes the Bell Personality Profile (BPP), a confidential 360-degree
assessment to solicit feedback from your associates that provides personal and
practical insights for how to improve your leadership and management style.
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